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A selection of the excellent work being
completed by our pupils and students
We have a spotlight on English this week with some high-quality descriptive writing from Alfie Allen
and Mali Fairy in Year 8. Mrs Smith asked the class to produce some writing inspired by their study of
‘Private Peaceful’ and Alfie and Mali have brilliantly captured the horror of World War One.

The Trench

Trenches descriptive writing

Dark grey smoke-filled clouds hang in the sky above, smoke
covering the sun, mud covering the grass. The loud deafening
blasts never cease. Bang, bang, bang, like a distant barn door
in the wind. The cold end of the rifle pressed against my
cheek, emitting the smell of gun powder as I stoop to lower
my head under the line of fire. Tying my lace, it hits me, the
smell of rotting food masking the stench of rat droppings,
layers, like icing over a cake.

Rupert saw a rat scurrying on the duckboard. He wondered
if it was the same one that had nibbled through his boots,
creating holes that the squelchy mud could seep through. The
mud would give him dozens of verrucas on the underneath of
his foot, paining him with every step. Whenever he looked
down he could see the mixture of blood and rain from his
fallen friends. BOOM! The ear-splitting shriek of a bombshell
erupted in the distance, shaking the entire ground. Then the
rattle of gunshots and cries for help vibrated his eardrums,
hurting his skull. Soon after the gunshots, the smell of fresh
blood flowed through the air like gas.

Lifting my head, fume air fills my lungs and I see the lark.
Swooping free above me, landing high on a flagpole it chirps
above my head, fearlessly its beautiful song lightens my
heavy heart taking me back to the sunny Lowfoss Field with
knee high grass, trodden down by my feet.
A spray of mud snaps me back to reality. A gun shot whizzes
over my head. Bang. Another to my left. Bang. Hitting the
side of the trench wall my face presses into the cold soft
mud, my heart racing in my ears. Thud, thud. My hand finds
the metal peephole, looking through I see cold steel of
barbed wire, definite, lining the battlefield like the goose
fence along the end of the garden. But this fence draws
blood. This fence divides. Us and the enemy separated by a
coil, in our own fields.
An outline through the smoke rises from the German trench,
gun in hand. Then two, then three. Doubling by the second,
running through the bare field between us. Speeding
through the mud they come quickly, unexpectedly they are
upon us fast.
I shout for help, no one answers.

He then looked down to think about his fallen friends.
Immediately he noticed dozens of rats zigzagging in and
out between his feet, running away from the treacherous
mustard gas cloud he could see in the distance. Those
fiendish little beasts ate and wrecked everything they saw.
They were relentless. More and more rats entered his trench,
covering the floor like a seething blanket. They had seemed
the make the dugout their home and safe place, their furry
bodies crushed together for warmth and protection.
Rupert then decided to look out at no man’s land, instead of
the disgusting trench. He instantly regretted that decision,
because when he looked out he saw the severed limbs of
his fallen friends. A thick layer of mist covered the ground
like snow. Rupert knew that if he clambered over the top he
would die almost instantly from either snipers or bombs.
He could hear singing from the soldiers. The singing slowly
grew louder and louder, lifting his damaged spirits. Rupert
joined in, managed a small smile, and as the harmonic singing
drifted over him he fell quickly to sleep.

Alfie Allen
Mali Fairy
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In Year 11, Michael Artemiou strikes a much happier tone with
his evocation of the British seaside. Mr Crisp was impressed with
the rich detail Michael manages to convey, helping the reader to
imagine the scene.

From the top of the cliff I could see the vast calm blue ocean, gentle waves rolling in
like an avalanche of snow down a mountain. Before they hit the beach they foamed up
like the top of a newly poured fizzy drink. The water glistened as the hot sun reflected
off it. The beach was packed full of visitors; parents with children of all ages, elderly
couples relaxing in the sun and people walking their dogs. I can hear seagulls screeching
as they soar through the sky looking for their next meal, probably someone’s fish and
chips! As a gust of wind hits my face I can smell the salty, fishy sea air.
The ocean went on for miles, as far as my eyes could see; it was like a never ending
desert. I could see and hear the waves crashing against rocks on the shoreline beneath
me and the winds howling like wolves, which echoed across this empty blue vastness.
The crusty brown damp seaweed which lay on the edge of the beach dragged from
its magical home underneath the waves had been washed up on this dry sandy beach
far from its starting point. The children running in the shallow water splashing with
excitement as their parents relax under an umbrella. The bright blue sky, free of clouds
but dotted with specks; seagulls floating on the wind. The sea was like a best friend
to the sky, both blue and both loved by people. Together they brought happiness and
fun, especially when their third friend was a large sandy beach!
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Finally, Ryan Hoy, also in Year 11 created some fantastic notes as he revised the key poems from the
GCSE Anthology. The points he makes show a deep understanding of the text under study.

‘Exposure’ - Wilfred Owen
Storyline

“Deep into grassier ditches. So, we drowse, sun-dozed,
littered with blossoms trickling where the blackbird fusses.”
This dream segment is a stark contrast to the grey wet
cold environment they find themselves in now, therefore
exaggerating how bad it is - Juxtaposition of positive and
negative imagery

The soldiers in their trenches have aching brains in the
merciless ice wind, trying to stay awake in the silent night
flares flying into the sky they wait, worried by “silence,
sentries whisper, curious, nervous.” But nothing happens.
Wind tugs on the barbed wire around them “Like twitching
agonies of men among its brambles.” To the north gunfire
rumbles “like a dull rumour of some other war.” And the
narrator asks a rhetorical question. “What are we doing
here?”
Techniques
“merciless iced east winds that knife us.”, “Pale flakes
with fingering stealth come feeling for our faces”, “mad
gusts tugging on the wire”, “Dawn massing in the east her
melancholy army” - Personification
“Like twitching agonies of men among its brambles.”
- Simile
“What are we doing here?” - Rhetorical question
“Shutters and doors, all closed: on us the doors are closed” –
Death imagery
“The burying-party, picks and shovels in shaking grasp,
Pause over half-known faces. All their eyes are ice” - Death
imagery
“Rain soaks, and clouds sag stormy.” - Sibilance and
throughout almost the whole poem pathetic fallacy is
used.
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Deeper meaning and key themes
The poem shows how every aspect of life in the trenches
was horrific: the weather, the bullets, bombs, and the
overwhelming loss of life. The poem manages to villainise
everything, whilst never actually showing the actual enemy,
in this case the Germans. This is achieved through pathetic
fallacy and personification that makes the weather a major
enemy for the solders, and a representation of the German
opposition. They are surrounded.
Structure
The poem has no rhyme scheme. The main structural
feature is the ending of each stanza, they all end relatively
the same “But nothing happens”, “What are we doing
here?”, “But nothing happens.”, “But nothing happens.”, “Is
it that we are dying?”, “We turn back to our dying.” “For love
of God seems dying.”, But nothing happens.” All between
three to six words long, some being questions; some actions
and some reflections on the soldier’s situation.
The most interesting structure feature is that the poem
ends, with the same final line as the first stanza, “But
nothing happens.” Showing there has been no progress, all
this for no progress towards some kind of end.
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Transition to Sixth Form
The transition from GCSE into A Level or BTEC study can be challenging. At Woldgate Sixth Form, we
work with our students to help them develop as independent learners, ensuring they are able to use their
study periods effectively and adjust smoothly to the demands of A Level study. Students have a network
of support around them at the Sixth Form, through daily contact with their Form Tutor and through Mrs
Bourne, the Care and Achievement Co-ordinator, who is based in the Sixth Form study area, ensuring that
students and parents have a member of staff on hand at all times of the school day. Mrs Lawson as Head
of Sixth Form is also available to provide advice, guidance and support to students and parents. This care
and investment in our young people ensures that they thrive in their learning environment and are able to
transition confidently to Sixth Form study.
We are looking forward to hosting a transition event later in the summer term, and will be sending more
details of this to all of our applicants very soon.

To apply for a place, complete our initial
application form which can be found here:

APPLY HERE
Sixth Form Prospectus - Click Here
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Physical
Education

The OCR specification provides students
with the exciting opportunity to gain a
deeper understanding of PE. Stimulating
content is at the heart of these engaging
qualifications, which will encourage
students to immerse themselves in the
world of sports and PE.
Studying A Level Physical Education will give you a
fantastic insight into the amazing world of sports
performance. Students will have the chance to
perform or coach a sport through the non-exam
assessment component, and will also develop a
wide-ranging knowledge into the how and why
of physical activity and sport. The combination
of physical performance and academic challenge
provides an exciting opportunity for students. You
can perform, and then through the academic study,
gain the knowledge to improve yours and others’
performance or coaching though application of the
theory. A Level Physical Education studies a range of
different contexts and the impact it has on both ours
and others’ everyday lives becomes clear. Students
will learn the reasons why we do things, why some
people outperform others – mentally and physically.
You will also delve into the ethical considerations
behind the use of drugs and also the influence that
modern technology is having on physical activity and
sport. The course provides an excellent foundation
for students intending to enter the leisure industry,
teaching, coaching or recreational management as
well as the health and fitness industry.
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Psychology

Psychology is the scientific study of
human mind and behaviour. There is a
great amount of new subject knowledge
required. As well as understanding of the
key concepts in psychology you need to
be able to criticise and evaluate.
Psychology is a science and involves understanding
research methods, human biology and mathematics.
It is a fascinating subject but takes motivation and
dedication to achieve good grades. The Psychology
A Level is a two-year course that provides students
with a stimulating choice of diverse materials. The
individual units that we study are: social influence;
memory; attachment; psychopathology; approaches;
biopsychology; research methods; issues and
debates; relationships; schizophrenia and aggression.
Psychology is a valued subject for any occupation
which deals directly with people or which requires
its employees to engage with each other at higher
levels of communication. A BPS recognised degree
in Psychology is required for a number of specific
occupations: Clinical Psychologist, Educational
Psychologist, Occupational Psychologist, Forensic
Psychologist, and Psychology Lecturer/Teacher.
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Contact info
To visit our new Sixth Form site, read the
prospectus, and watch our Sixth Form and subject
videos:

Enter the Sixth Form Portal via the school website

www.woldgate.net

Or phone to speak to the Sixth Form Team

07790 987009

@EYSixthForm
eysixthform

Achieve your

FULL
POTENTIAL
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Notices
Mr Trevaskiss would like to congratulate the following pupils and students for
successfully passing their piano examinations. Well done to them all.
Maddie Hodgson Grade 5

Imogen Bannister Grade2

Corey Thornton Grade 3

Katie Twigg Grade 1 with Merit

Emily Macey Grade 2 with Merit

Isaac McKernan Grade 1

Lydia Thrower Grade 2

Emily Guest Grade 1

Uniform

Year 8 Immunisations
(Boys and Girls)

All orders for uniform should be emailed to office@
woldgate.net. You will then be contacted and advised of
a time/day for collection later that week. As per previous
correspondence, there is no facility to order uniform online.
Please can we make you aware that the Uniform Shop
is only open for collection on Tuesdays and Thursdays
between 2pm – 4pm and, as children cannot cross bubbles,
it is preferred that parents/carers call to collect.

Dear Parent,
If you would like your child in Year 8 to receive the HPV1
vaccine in school please follow this link below to complete
an online consent form. The HPV1 vaccination is now being
made available to all Year 8 children, and not strictly girls as
in previous years.
https://www.nhsimms.uk/HPV/
information?Id=143588&Type=HPV

Payment can be made via Scopay or by card on collection.
The link will close on Wednesday 21st April 2021
The vaccinations will take place at your child’s school
on Thursday 29th April 2021. In previous years, this
vaccination was only available for girls however medical
evidence has shown the clinical significance to offering it
to boys as well, and the various cancers that it can help to
prevent in both genders.

Many thanks.

If you have any problems accessing the link or this is not
your preferred method and would like to provide consent
via the telephone please contact the immunisation team on
0333 358 3397 (option 9, then option 2)
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Executive
Headteacher’s Welcome

This week, it has been wonderful to welcome our children back in person and to see them
thoroughly enjoying not only their lessons but being with other pupils of their own age. These
months of lockdown have clearly impacted upon our children’s education but also their wellbeing.
Our community, once over the excitement and trepidation of returning to lessons after such a
prolonged absence, found adopting the normal routines of the day, that school quickly felt familiar.
It was so lovely to see our children smiling, once again, in the corridors and classrooms.
For those returning in our examination years, the journey has been exceptionally difficult. They’ve experienced not only
lockdown, but also uncertainty. They have returned to school knowing that they will not be sitting full examinations, but
instead reduced test papers as they evidence their progress and achievements, largely within class to their teacher. We
will, of course, continue to keep parents updated on the arrangements as further information becomes available from the
government and our examination boards. It was, therefore, to the absolute credit of our young adults that they settled back
so well and resumed their studies with vigour.
I know parents, although understandably anxious, will be pleased to see their child return to education within a school rather
than remotely. I am so very grateful for your support in helping your child attend our lateral flow testing centre – nationally
as I write this article only 0.14% of children have tested positive. This obviously includes areas across the country where
the virus is more prolific. It is for us, though, helpful to know that the vast majority of children attending our schools have
undergone this testing for the sake of others, to help keep our community safe. Those who have opted in to be tested will
also continue to be tested over the next few weeks.
Parents have been so very supportive of the school and as we resume education on site I would ask for your support, as I did
a few months ago, in being cautious with any symptoms that you or your child may exhibit that potentially could be Covid-19.
Returning to school with Covid-19 symptoms, even if your child is wearing a mask, is not advisable especially when a PCR test
can be taken at a national NHS centre; please do not send your child to be tested at school as this would place children and
colleagues at risk. Only by ‘thinking of others’ as articulated by our Head of State in relation to the vaccine, but also testing I
feel, can we protect our community.
Cont. Over
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Finally, I would like to extend a warm welcome to all
of those parents and children who will be joining our
community in September. We would have loved you
to visit our school to meet our pupils and colleagues
but circumstances intervened. I do hope though,
as nationally the situation returns to a degree of
normality, that we will be able to ensure your child can
visit our school and that they will before the summer
holidays be truly excited by the prospect and will be
looking forward to starting at their new school.
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Care Imagine Believe Strive Achieve
www.melbourneprimary.org.uk
admin@mcps.org.uk

Do have a good weekend.
Mr J Britton
Executive Headteacher

Melbourne Primary School is part of the Wolds Learning
Partnership. The Local Governing Body at Melbourne
Primary School has a vacancy for a Governor – at this
time we are not looking to recruit parent governors as
all parent governor vacancies are full.
Governors play a key role in the school. Working as a
team to provide support and challenge and influencing
strategies. We are hoping that members of the
community will nominate themselves or others and
help us by contributing ideas and influencing decision
making.
Outlines of procedures for nominations are set out
below but please feel free to contact me directly to talk
informally about being a School Governor.

Calendar Clarification
There is a Staff Training Day on
Monday 12th April .

The Local Governing Body is made up of parents,
teachers and other members of the community. Twice
per term the Governing Body meets to support the
work of the school, and together with the Head of
School is responsible for making sure that the school
provides a good standard of education for pupils.
If you would like to become a Governor please contact
me using the following email address: kfoxton@mcps.
org.uk.

The start of term for all pupils
will be on Tuesday 13th April.
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Key Dates
Autumn Term 2020
Wednesday 9 September
– Friday 23 October
Monday 2 November
– Friday 18 December
Spring Term 2021
Monday 4 January
– Friday 12 February
Monday 22 February
– Friday 26 March
Summer Term 2021

This week saw the corridors
in school come to life with
the sounds of your children
learning. I would like to
congratulate them on
settling back into the school
routine so smoothly and
for working so hard in their
lessons. This week we will
see my colleagues reaching
the milestone of giving
out a quarter of a million
rewards since the start of
the academic year. This is a
tremendous achievement.
For years we have displayed the
certificates of House Heroes in the
main hall, framed proudly under
the names of past alumni. While we
still have house certificates proudly
on display – and we have so many

that they have overflowed into
corridors and display boards across
school – we have now added the one
hundred and twenty two winners
of the Gold House Star award to
this wall of celebration. These are
the children who have obtained
over one thousand five hundred
rewards during their time in school.
Certificates were posted home
during lockdown and if your child has
received this award they will soon
be given their badge to wear. This
award is a significant achievement – it
is not for one act of brilliance but a
celebration of doing the right thing
day in and day out.
As Robert Collier put it: “success is
the sum of small efforts repeated day
in and day out.”
Cont. Over
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Tuesday 13 April
– Friday 28 May
Bank Holiday
Monday 3 May
(schools closed
on this date)
Monday 7 June
– Friday 23 July.
Staff Training Days
Monday 7 September 2020
Tuesday 8 September 2020
Friday 5th March 2021
Monday 12 April 2021
Monday 26 July 2021
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To children such as Zachary Bean with 3608 rewards, Jessica Hardcastle with 3100 rewards, and Holly
Johnson with 2967 rewards a heartfelt congratulations from us all for a habit of success and hard work.
We have also given out 198 silver awards and hundreds of bronze awards, which shows how many children
are on their way to this accolade and their place in the main hall. I would ask that when the stars
are given to your child that they wear them to school with pride. I am already delighted to see
children wearing their badges on their blazer lapel – including the recipients of the Head of
School award. My congratulations this week go to Nai’a Humble in Year 7, Olivia Simpson
in Year 8, William Kennedy in Year 9, Imogen Bannister in Year 10, Shanice Smith in Year
11, Ffion Jones in Year 12, and Millie Hennessy in Year 13 for achieving the
Head of School award this week.
We look forward to catching children wearing their badges – and
rewarding them again for doing so – in the coming weeks. This is a
school that celebrates success and effort as values we all aspire to.
It really was wonderful to see your children back in school this
week.
Best wishes to you all.
Mr G Davies
Head of School
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Safeguarding at
Woldgate School

Mr Sloman writes:
Helping young people to understand their feelings
During particularly challenging times, our
feelings can be really upsetting or scary,
especially if you’re not sure why you feel the
way you do. Are you feeling upset, scared or
worried? Are you not sure why? Here is some
helpful advice about how you can make sense of
your feelings:
What’s happening to me?
Thoughts and feelings can be hard to make sense of. You
might be having new feelings you don’t understand, like:

•

feeling angry or sad

•

wanting to be alone

•

having strange thoughts that you don’t understand.

If you’re worried about anything you’re experiencing then
opening up to someone can help. You may just need to
talk it through – or you may find there is information and
support out there that can help.
Why am I feeling this way?

•

just not feeling yourself

There are lots of things that can affect the way you feel,
like:

•

feeling something isn’t right

•

finding it hard to enjoy things you normally would, such
as spending time with friends or doing your favourite
hobby

•

problems at home, school or in relationships

•

big changes in your life
Cont. Over
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•

confusion about who you are

•

pressure from yourself or others

•

feeling lonely or like nobody understands

•

worrying about what’s happening in the world
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Whatever the reason, you’re not alone and there is support
available.
When does something become a mental health problem?
A mental health problem is when the way you’re thinking, feeling
or reacting becomes difficult for you to cope with.
We can all feel worried, down, upset or angry at times and this
can be normal. But if these feelings last a long time, it might be a
sign that you need more help. For example, if the way you feel:
•

affects you most days

•

stops you from doing the things you enjoy

•

makes you feel like you can’t cope anymore

Mental health problems are really common. They are not a sign
of weakness and can happen to anyone. Visit www.mind.org.uk
to find out more and how you can get help.
Mr L Sloman
Deputy Headteacher
Head of Care and Achievement
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Ms Minton writes:
I have been so pleased with the way both Year 7 and Year 8 pupils have approached
their learning this week. The atmosphere in both C and D block has been focused
and positive. I think as a Lower School community, we are all really grateful to be back
in the classroom and interacting once more with each other. Mrs Clark, Miss Parkin and myself have
been pounding the corridors this week, ensuring each and every pupil is settled and supported
as we get back into school routines. Thank you for all the parental support in ensuring pupils are
equipped with full school uniform and stationery.
I would also like to share our brilliant transition event that took place last week. We once again took a virtual trip to The
Deep in Hull but this time we were joined by our feeder primaries as we visited the penguin enclosure with Senior Aquarist
Lloyd Wilkinson. It was an amazing opportunity to get really close to these fascinating creatures as well as ask lots of
questions. Thank you to those who joined us and I hope you enjoyed it as much as we did! A recording of this event is also
available on the transition website
if you were unable to join us. More
transition activities will be hosted on
the transition website over the next
few weeks so please do take time to
explore the site if you have a Year 6
child joining us in September.
Ms A Minton
Head of Lower School
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Mrs Atkinson writes:
‘You can get it if you really want it’, because you are in a school where every young
person has the opportunity to thrive and become highly successful individuals. We
do believe that for the pupils who have worked hard and who will continue to do so in
the coming months, that they will end their time at Woldgate, with the success that they deserve.
This achievement is something that they would have accomplished with special effort, great skill
and courage.
In a time in their lives, when so many important decisions are being made about their futures, it is of utmost importance that
our pupils take every opportunity being offered in school, to continue to fill any gaps in knowledge and to further consolidate
learning completed during lockdown. In order for us to achieve this, we will continue to rely on our pupils’ perseverance,
resilience and self-control. It is great to see them back in school where we can continue to support them with their learning,
but also, to feel the buzz in the corridors once again.
As Year 9 and Year 11 continue to work on future courses, it is important that they also have those conversations with staff
about areas of study that they might be interested in. For the Year 10 pupils, I hope that they have taken time to reflect on
their Progress Review with families and begin to focus on the areas that need improving. With the support of their peers,
family and staff, I am confident that they will achieve well. As we head into the crucial months ahead, especially with Year
11, we ask for your support with keeping your child focussed, committed and determined to give of their very best. We know
that we will. Please keep the communications with school and let us know, if there is anything else that we can do, to further
support your child.

‘Success is not final, failure is not fatal:
it is the courage to continue that counts.’
Winston Churchill
Mrs I Atkinson
Head of Upper School
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Mrs Lawson writes:
It has been fantastic to
welcome our Sixth Form
students back into school this
week. It has been wonderful chatting with them
and checking in to see how they are feeling
about being back. As always their positivity and
resilience has shone through.

about the different types of apprenticeships and how they
work. For students who know what type of apprenticeship
they are looking for and want to start applying, the National
Apprenticeship website has details of apprenticeships
currently being advertised nationally, and you can sign up for
email alerts whenever an apprenticeship that matches your
criteria becomes available.

I have heard a lot about university offers this week and it
is wonderful how many offers our students have received
– some of them are facing some difficult choices because
they have received offers from all of their top choices which
is a real credit to them and the strength of their application.

There is no one set process for applying for apprenticeships,
that will be down to each individual employer, but it is a good
idea to have an up-to-date CV, and this is one of the areas
that we will be supporting students with over the coming
weeks.

For our students who have chosen not to go to university, we
are starting to see other opportunities being advertised and
now is a really good time to begin looking for employment,
training or apprenticeships. We will be speaking to all of
these students over the coming weeks to offer one-toone independent guidance and advice tailored to their own
career goals.

Finally, I would like to congratulate the following students on
achieving the highest number of rewards in the Sixth Form
this week: Alexa Morley, Molly Cook, Carly Pringle, Alistair
Jennings, Elena Lusby, Genevieve Fisher, Yasmine Katib,
Emma Waudby, Dom Motiejunas, Josh Bates, Ffion Jones,
Mia Katib, Alicia Reed, Charlotte Stringer, Laura Cirstea,
Aimee Harper, Rhys Rackham, Luke Watson, Daisy Webley,
and Hannah Williams.

For students, and their parents, who are considering
an apprenticeship but don’t know much about how
they all work, https://www.ucas.com/understandingapprenticeships is a great starting point as it explains all

@EYSixthForm

Mrs K Lawson
Head of Sixth Form
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Mrs Geary writes:
Monday, March 8th 2021 was International Women’s Day. International Women’s
Day is a global day celebrating the social, economic, cultural and political
achievements of women. The day has occurred for well over a century, with the
first IWD gathering in 1911 supported by over a million people in Austria, Denmark, Germany
and Switzerland. Prior to this the Socialist Party of America, United Kingdom’s Suffragists and
Suffragettes, and further groups campaigned for women’s equality.
Helping children of all ages and all genders find inspiration and courage from diverse women role models is key to education.
And teaching pupils and students to actively question and openly challenge stereotypes and bias is important because it
helps forge a more inclusive world.
I am always inspired by those who
overcome adversity to achieve their
very best. Our pupils have some
excellent role models in school
and in the wider world. Those like
Malala Yousafzai, who recently
featured on Radio 4’s Desert Island
Discs highlighted the importance
of education for girls in countries
where it is not as readily available. It
is a sad fact that at least 60% of the
world’s countries have fewer girls
enrolled in secondary education
than boys.
Cont. Over
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A few years ago, I had the privilege of hearing Doreen Lawrence speak passionately about the
need for inclusion in all sectors of society, but especially those who are disadvantaged or from
BAME communities. After the murder of her teenage son Stephen in 1993, Doreen Lawrence
campaigned for reform of the police service, pushing for an investigation that would eventually
change the UK justice system.
The report made 70 recommendations as to how not just the police but the judiciary, the civil
service and the NHS should change in terms of race relations, and within two years, 67 of them had
come into force
Lawrence has continued to campaign for justice for victims of racially motivated crime. She founded
the Stephen Lawrence Charitable Trust, which supports young people from disadvantaged backgrounds in overcoming
discrimination to achieve their professional goals. She was awarded an OBE for services to community relations in 2003 and
was made a Life Peer in 2013, making her Baroness Lawrence.
The theme of this year’s International Women’s Day is Choose to Challenge. We can all choose to challenge and help
to prevent gender bias and inequality. It is vital that we encourage our pupils to seek out and celebrate everyone’s
achievements, regardless of gender and collectively, we can all help create an inclusive world.
Mrs S Geary
Head of Inclusion

www.woldgate.net
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Rewards
Acts of Great

Our school motto is ‘Everything you do should be worthy of great merit, character
and value’, and every day our pupils’ efforts, contributions and achievements are
recognised with rewards that reflect these values. Our pupils understand these
core values as being the foundation of successful learning, and a successful life,
and each of the rewards holds a special significance:

MERIT

168,120

CHARACTER
VALUE

15,286

TOTAL
HOUSE
POINTS:

8,283

40,220

House Points
Every pupil belongs to one of our five Houses, representing our local countryside. Pupils can be awarded House points for
exceptional contributions to school life, and for participating in House competitions and events, and all rewards contribute to
each House reward total:

House rewards since September:

44,604

44,312
46,192

49,653

www.woldgate.net
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Acts of Great Merit

Acts of Great Value

The quality of being particularly good or worthy, especially
deserving of praise or reward. For example, the production
of an outstanding piece of classwork, home learning or an
outstanding assessment outcome.

The principles or standards of conduct we work to; those
acts and skills that are valued by our wider society. For
instance, the ability to demonstrate emotional intelligence,
to communicate effectively or be a leader of a team.

The pupils with the highest Great Merit awards this week
are:

The pupils with the highest Great Value awards this week
are:

Year 7:		

Astrid Church

Year 7:		

Niamh Bryan

Year 8:		

Olivia Simpson

Year 8:		

Lily Cartwright

Year 9:		

Ellen Farmery

Year 9:		

Emily Chantry

Year 10:

Eve O’Brien

Year 10:

Olivia Aaltio

Year 11:

Sophie Bruen

Year 11:

Marie Gowthorpe

Year 12:

Ffion Jones

Year 12:

Aimee Harper

Year 13:

Millie Hennessy

Year 13:

Lucy Breare

Acts of Great Character
The moral qualities that define an individual. For example,
demonstrating kindness, offering support or actively
engaging with the wider community.
The pupils with the highest Great Character awards this
week are:
Year 7:		

Hannah O’Connell

Year 8:		

James Artemiou

Year 9:		

Jonathan Peinke

Year 10:

Cameron Harrison

Year 11:

Holly Cooper

Year 12:

Mia Katib

Year 13:

Yasmine Katib

www.woldgate.net

@Woldgate

Please discuss these values with
your child, and do regularly look at
your child’s rewards on the
ClassCharts Parents’ App.
Every week, our Newsletter
and weekly pupil briefing
highlights examples of our pupils
demonstrating each of these
values, and we encourage all of
our pupils to embody each of these
values in everything they do.
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Care and Achievement
Coordinators

Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Mrs S Clark

Miss G Parkin

Mr M Elwers

07790 987139

07790 987137

07790 987131

sclark@woldgate.net

gparkin@woldgate.net

melwers@woldgate.net

Year 10

Year 11

Sixth Form

Miss S Black

Mrs C Wright

Mrs R Bourne

07790 987142

07790 987007

07790 987009

sblack@woldgate.net

cwright@woldgate.net

rbourne@woldgate.net
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